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7 YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL ONLINE PUBLISHING –––
SIBYL Magazine: For the Spirit & Soul Of Woman and Sibella Poetry Magazine are both published by Sibella Publications, formerly Woman
Speaks Publications. Our magazines are presently serving 24,000+ in readership–– mainly women between the ages of 40 - 65+ in the US and
around the globe. More than article writers, more than poets, we found the majority of the women we were working with were also authors.
Great authors–– ordinary women with extraordinary original self-published books. Hence, our vision expanded with the establishment of the
Sibella Library–– an online book hub featuring original literary works of mainly self-published or small press women authors.
Our goal via all four entities (above) is to continue creating pathways, circles and forums of Truth and Light–– where authentic and wise
dialog, mature interaction and open exchange can be expressed between women of all ages, cultures and walks of life. We invite you to
browse through the various twists and turns of this website, allowing yourself time to discover the wide range of positive connections and
lucrative business oppor tunities in which to expand and grow your personal business, service or product.
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES FOR ARTICLE WRITERS & POETS ( From the Editorial Staff. Read Carefully ) ––
Are you an ar ticle writer? Do you enjoy writing poetry?
If so, we encourage you to submit one (1) of your original literar y pieces during our 4 month acceptance season,
giving our editorial staff the oppor tunity to take a look at your writing for possible publishing inside one of our magazines.
Our editors receive, accept and review submitted works (ar ticles and/or poems) only during the months of :
April, May, June and July. Only during these 4 months should you submit ONE piece of your original written works.
Yes, you may submit one (1) ar ticle for Sibyl Magazine, and one (1) poem for Sibella Poetry Magazine.
Selected ar ticle writers and poets for next year’s writing season will be contacted by our editorial staff no later than,
August 15, 2014. The following 3 to 4 steps need to be taken by all writers and/or poets.
• Subscribe first, allowing yourself to get familiar with the type of content we desire from our ar ticle writers and poets.
* You must be a subscriber in order for your incoming submission to be considered for publishing.
• If you decide to submit an article, the maximum word count is 475 words. We seek empowering, insightful and awakening topics.
• If you decide to submit a poem, the average word count ranges between 100 - 250 words.
• Send to: Article@SibellaPublications.com OR Poem@SibellaPublications.com
DISCLAIMER ––
By providing our readers with a multiplicity of notes and melodies from which to choose, they are free to create and establish their own
spiritual rhythm in which to dance! Opinions, endorsements and advertisements expressed within either of our magazines, inside the Sibella
Library or on any of our websites are not necessarily shared by the Sibella Circle staff. Any website or entity referenced or extended to
our readers is simply information adding to each subscriber’s food for thought. Our focused intention is to shine love, light and joy on the
vast array of spiritual beliefs, personal insights, concepts and feminine experiences from women all around the globe –– hoping that each
expressed thought will positively add a level of healing energy to the steps of every woman’s personal life-path.
Email Address: Contact@SibellaPublications.com

EVERYTHING WE DO IS COMMITTED TOWARD THE CULTIVATION AND CELEBRATION OF THE FEMININE JOURNEY ––––
Personal Growth. Spiritual Awareness. Authentic Living. Global Visioning. Universal Oneness.
Mindfulness & Compassion–– all things consisting of Truth, Love, Joy and Light.

This year’s mantra – 2014

Living life in a brand new way!
WOMAN SPEAKS PUBLICATIONS

7 Years Of Successful
Speaking from the Soul ––
Sibyl English, Founder and Editor in Chief

PUBLISHING
Celebrating every word a woman speaks ...

Welcome. I greet each of you in the supernatural fluidity of authentic love, light and truth. I’m excited that your personal
journey has somehow led you to the pages of SIBYL Magazine. The ar ticles inside are written and surrendered by the souls
of women from around the globe, whose gift and talent it is to share life and living through words and phrases with their
sisters. Yes, you sister. I’m talking to you!
As spiritually-aware and awakened women of sincere hear t and mind, together we must continue to join in circle both near
and far to speak our Truth–– sharing the very personal and sacred steps each of us have taken in becoming the woman we
are today. This is how we heal. This is how we remember who we are.
Above all, let us stay connected to Source. For as we are made in the image and likeness of our Creator, so too are we
creatively blessed and bountiful, full to overflowing–– able to give and receive from a level of infinite love. Therefore, let us
learn and accept the divine principle and gift of reciprocity–– to give of ourselves from a measure of more than enough ––
understanding that as we give by the Spirit, we intrinsically create a world of complete wholeness and prosperity for
ourselves and others. Spirit. Soul. Mind and Body.
Beloved, pray that you may prosper and be in good health, just as your soul prospers. –– 3 John 1:2
And may we be ever so mindful to smile on the success of others–– those we know and do not know. Let us continue to
cultivate a very wide and straight path toward the gates of wisdom so that we may breathe in union with our Maker for
today and tomorrow’s future success. I implore you sisters, do not become distracted by the small and trivial things in this
life; but rather, stay connected to all that is good, kind, pleasant and just.
Each of our flames are red and blue, white and gold. The fire in our hear ts have been stirred to fruition through the years,
tears and joys of our call to nur ture, teach, heal and hold. But today is a new day! Now is the time for each of us to rise up,
accept the greatness of who we are called to be in the earth as Women of God and begin the unadulterated work of
manifesting this new and glorious day of awakening and joy for all!
Life has a way of giving each of us exactly what our mind’s eye is capable of envisioning. Therefore, may we refine the eyes
of which we use to see. Let us choose to see more exactly–– through the eyes of God. The Universe is waiting for the
effervescent light-energy and clear vibration that emanates from each us, to awaken and heal the world. Remembering who
you are from your truest core, dare to seek and find the dark spaces within yourself–– accept, forgive and count each of
them as blessed. Then offer your darkness up to the Light for healing, and move on! Manifest your best life from that pure
and splendid reference point each and every day. Speak kindness to others from a true heart, and be well and steadfast in
all you do.
We are sisters, one and all. And so it is ...

Sibyl
–– If you’re interested in the possibility of becoming a contributing writer for the forthcoming 2015 publication
season of SIBYL Magazine, we invite you to visit our website and read the easy to follow submission guidelines
and acceptance dates from our editorial staff. www.SibellaPublications.com
A LIFETIME SUBSCRIPTION. Limited Time Offer –– Begin receiving SIBYL Magazine today for only $25
* Regularly $45 for LIFETIME Subscription www.SibellaPublications.com

MIDLIFE SPIRIT
The Magic of Five-0
By Darlene Chadbourne
I was approaching my 50th birthday when my husband and I sold the auto parts store that
I managed, one of the three businesses we owned and operated together. The businesses were
located next to our home so we could be there for our children. At this point three of our four
children were well on their way to becoming independent adults.
Thinking about it, I came to the realization that I had lived my life caretaking others. I think I was born an adult,
always trying to take care of and fix my mother because of her abandoning me right after birth. The pattern to please
people was set into motion so I would never be abandoned again. At 50, I was reviewing my identity and I could see
myself as a daughter, a loving people pleasing wife, a mother of four, a business owner and a very hard worker, who
was always juggling things to keep everyone happy.
That was when I declared to my mother, husband and children, “I have spent the first 50 years as a daughter, a wife, a
mother and a business owner. The last 50 years are mine! I am going to college.” Attending college is something I
wanted to do ever since I graduated high school. This was the first time in my life that I named a need, a want and a
desire that I had! It didn’t involve taking care of others.
The college I chose required that I stay in residence for 10 days to plan my study for that semester. At age 50, getting
to campus and having a room of my own, it was an interesting feeling being totally alone in silence. I realized in that
moment that I had never been anywhere overnight by myself. In the past 50 years I was always with a parent, a
husband or a child but never alone.
The magic that happened in those 10 days alone was the discovery of a single dim ember. It was my spirit. With the
encouragement of others who were helping me to uncover the spirit buried so deep within, it turned into a warm
glowing ember. My spirit was rescued from the piles of ashes that were thrown aside for others.
From that point on I have used the term ‘midlife spirit’ to identify and honor the person that I discovered and am to
this day. I am now midlife spirit, Darlene Chadbourne, owner of a business model that I love and am passionate about.
All this I discovered during my four years of college when I gave myself permission to be alone and do what I wanted
to do. Yes, I am still a wife and a mother, but those are not my identities. I am a free midlife spirit.
midlifespirit@gmail.com
www.darlenechadbourne.com
www.facebook.com/nativepaths

Full Potential Consultant
& Master Numerologist

midlifespirit@gmail.com
www.darlenechadbourne.com
www.facebook.com/nativepaths

HerStory Evolves
Forgiveness: The Most Precious Gift!
By Medea Bavarella Chechik
On September 11, 2009, my only beloved son passed away. He was 24. His death was such a
profoundly devastating experience that it felt as a death for me as well. Not a literal death, but a
psychological, emotional, and, in some ways, a spiritual death. The shock of his death was like
an explosion that erupted inside of me. It broke every notion of myself, of others and of life, into
a million pieces.
My son’s death forced me to travel through my entire life, from the beginning to the present, to face all my traumas,
where I was wronged, where I went wrong, where I stopped being my magnificent self, abandoning myself and to
becoming my lesser self. The most arduous task was facing where I went wrong as a mother; the mistakes I made as a
result of not being connected to my truth. Everything was so very clear! In the wreckage of the trauma, it seemed that
a light was turned on illuminating all that needed transforming in my consciousness. It was very hard to have to face
my mistakes, but I had no choice! There was nowhere to hide, nowhere to run to, and there was no one to save me. I
had to face everything!
In my willingness to face everything, as it was my only option, I learned to truly surrender to a Higher Power. I turned
to the universal archetypal image of an all-loving mother: Divine Mother. I aligned myself to what I believed was the
mind/heart of Divine Mother: that of love, compassion and forgiveness. I knew I needed to radically forgive…forgive
myself, as well as those I believed wronged me. I realized that no one other than myself was required to forgive me:
the choice and decision to forgive was in my own hands. My compassionate, forgiving heart became my refuge, my
safe place, and my holy temple. Radical compassion is the fiercest of love…a love so powerful that is capable to
transform absolutely everything into its original pristine and innocent state.
From the moment of my son’s death, when everything seemed to be lost, what remained was love, only pure, vast,
innocent love. Love became my constant, unwavering companion. When everything I thought I was, and I though I
knew was annihilated, what remained was the awakening of the pure, innocent, indomitable core Self!
I became the one who was able to transform fear, anger,
guilt, judgment, and even pain into love. Forgiveness is the
key that opens the heart so love can come through our spirit
into our human experience, into our physical body. Love
restores us into freedom and into eternal life.
medea@selftransformation.ca
www.selftransformation.ca
www.herstoryevolves.com

THINK LOVE, THEN SPEAK
The Key to Freedom: Your Imagination
By Lania Desmond
Think love, then speak. What does this really mean? Well, from my perspective, it’s a little
reminder to pay closer attention to what you think and talk about, because the brain is using that
information to define your future. Thinking is one of the key elements over which we actually
have control. When we are thinking, we are actually creating space. Thinking activates our
imagination, and like a magnet, draws to us what we have just imagined. So the question becomes, are you thinking
and speaking in a way that brings you what you truly want or are you recreating the same old circumstances?
Science agrees that the brain is a future oriented mechanism. When we want to create something, our brain reaches
back into what we have experienced in the past, grabs hold of it and then throws it forward into the future. What if
there was a way you could easily change what the brain selects from the past? That sounds really great, but how do
you change the past? It’s already done.
Well, not necessarily. You see, the brain believes and acts upon what you tell it. Think of it like an electrical outlet that
gives energy to whatever is plugged into it. So if you plug in an iron, a computer, or even a toaster oven, the outlet
gives energy. It works the same way with the brain.
When I really understood this concept I realized I had been plugging into struggle and decided to try something different.
So let’s play with this for a moment. Imagine the stork made a right turn instead of a left when he delivered you. Let’s
say that the place he dropped you had all the ingredients you wanted in order to have the life you truly desire. Mom
and Dad have a fabulous relationship. They communicate openly and honestly and honor each other. The deep loving
bond they share is obvious. They are nurturing and affectionate. Let’s add in that before you arrived they wanted to
make sure all your needs were met and set up the environment for that to happen. They planned to have you and knew
you were the one they really wanted. You were welcomed from the very first moment.
Now if that life was all you had ever known, wouldn’t what you talk about be different? Wouldn’t your perception of
yourself change? How would you think, feel, act, believe and respond to your life?
Yes, I know this might be way beyond what you have ever considered. But look at it this way, what harm could it do to
just pretend for a little bit?
After all, if everything you just
imagined could actually change what
you manifest, could this be what
you’ve really been after? Ponder on
that and see what you come up with.
info@LaniaDesmond.com
www.LaniaDesmond.com

Celebrating Love, Inspiration and Power
Grateful for Closed Doors
By Deanna Cloe Jaynes
As I was reflecting on my thoughts and gratefulness this morning, gazing at the beautiful
sunrise, I couldn’t help but think of the many doors that have been opened and closed along
my life’s journey.
I began to focus on the closed doors. Instead of being upset, I thought I need to be thankful
for the closed doors. You have heard the saying “Thank God for unanswered prayers”. As humans, we want things to
happen when we want or need them to, never giving a thought to long term results or consequences. But God knows
what’s best for us and his timing will probably never be our timing.
Let’s look at our life as a life size maze. You know what a maze is right? You start at one end and the objective is to
get to the finish line. Many times you start out one way only to hit a dead-end, so you have no other choice but to go
another way. It doesn't mean it's not going to happen, it just means you have to go another way. Just like life, that
door closes and sends you another direction. It doesn't mean it's not going to happen, it just means you need to go
another way. If you keep moving you eventually get to where you are going. And if you have ever been in a life-size
maze - there is no option to give up! YOU keep GOING to the finish line!
Another thing to remember when you're in a maze, as in life, is to remember where you've been. If you get turned
around and confused in a maze, in order to get out, you have to remember dead-ends that you've already been to.
If you want to achieve your dream, you can't expect to get there by doing the same thing or places. You must try
something different. I'm not saying give up on your dream. I'm saying try another path to the SAME dream! Same
maze, same dream - but take a different direction to get there.
I feel sorry for those that GIVE up on their dream because the going gets hard!! I'm here to tell you IT'S GOING TO
GET HARD! SO WHAT? Do you want your dream or not?! MAKE IT HAPPEN! Don't stop because a door has
closed. Learn to Thank God for closed doors. You have
to trust that if God wanted you to go that way, then no
man can close that door. I can assure you that there’s a
door open somewhere. It's the right one! Keep on your
path. Don't stop until you are living your dream!
Ladyde00@gmail.com
www.dlcloe.com

ATTITUDE
IS THE
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
AN ORDEAL
AND AN
ADVENTURE

BREAKING FREE FROM THE PAST
Self-Empowerment is the Key
By Diana Burney RN, BSN, M.Ed
If you were raised in a dysfunctional family system, you may have considerable difficulty
forgiving others. Since adults were not physically or emotionally available to you, it is possible
that you may at times feel overburdened, helpless, confused, guilt-ridden, or lack a sense of
personal power.
Over time, you may even choose to live your life from the viewpoint of a victim. As a result, you may blame others for
your own personal set of circumstances and may even believe that there is a virtue in suffering.
This victim personality type can be found in all ages, nationalities and social strata. People learn to live their lives and
interact with others according to the family rules that are passed on from one generation to the next. The understanding
of these rules is developed by listening, observing, and imitating family members.
This pattern can be continually perpetuated unless a woman is brave enough to identify and break the cycle. The longer
she chooses to practice the restrictive rules of her generational history, the greater the chance the rules will be part of
her future.
The good news is that these negative patterns can be broken. They can be released when a woman becomes responsible
for every thought, word, feeling and action. A wonderful affirmation to break these old uncomfortable patterns is to
state: “I am 100% accountable for what I create or attract in my life”.
These patterns can also be released by forgiving yourself and others whenever it is appropriate. Forgiveness is a
decision. It is an act of will and something we choose to do as right action. It involves letting go of the past and getting
on with life. A good analogy is the childhood game of tug-o-war.
While both parties are struggling to hold on to their end of the rope, the “war” continues. However, when someone lets
go, the war is over. It is that simple! When you choose to forgive, you are letting go of your end of the rope.
Forgiveness involves freeing yourself from the emotional effects of what has happened to you. The past is still with
you, but it is in the past and the past is over. Forgiveness restores balance and peacefulness. If you still remember the
hurt, you have not forgiven.
The act of forgiveness creates self-empowerment as it is a free will choice. An
empowered woman cannot become a victim. You always have a choice of what
you chose to do. You can always exercise control over a situation by your choice
of attitudes, feelings, thoughts and actions. Your thoughts are the seeds from
which grow all circumstances in your life. Choose to grow a garden!
earthrelease@msn.com
www.SpiritualClearings.com

You may purchase a copy of Diana’s book, Spiritual Clearings, by going
to the Sibella Library on our website. www.SibellaPublications.com

TRANSCENDING HUMAN LIMITATIONS
Acceptance: The Continuum of Life
By Debra Stevens
We are all on an endless journey, a soul journey, to create an eternity of experiences to
view pure love - omnipresent, unconditional love - from all of its different perspectives.
To experience pure love you must first experience its antithesis, fear. This duo of forces
influences every aspect of your physical life. It is critical for you, the awakening person, to
accept that every thought that goes through your head is either love-based or fear-based. You have around 70,000
thoughts a day; that’s about 50 thoughts a minute. Research has also shown that for most people 80% of those
thoughts are negative.
Fear based living allows you to keep adding the obscuring filters of fear that eventually get to a point where you
become blinded to the beauty that is intrinsic to your nature. As you choose to drop all fear-based thinking and live
your life totally within a belief system of love you would experience life in an entirely different manner. Your life and
the world you live in would be the polar opposite of everything you have come to accept in life as ‘normal’. Just
imagine who and what you would see, looking in your mirror through the eyes of pure love…
To change this paradigm, from fear-based living to love-based living, the first step is accepting that we are pure love,
we are eternal, and our essence is unchanging: affirming “I AM eternal, I AM love”. Affirmations make you conscious of
your thoughts. Only you can choose a whole new way of thinking. “I AM … [place your word choice here]”
You can also remember your essence and the life between lives in the realm of pure love through bodywork and
meditation. Meditation is the art of silencing the mind and when the mind is silent, you experience inner peace in the
midst of your any fear-based thoughts or turmoil. Meditation is enabling and facilitative, penetrating deep into your
being to gain access to your soul, your inner wisdom, your eternal essence.
As you start to evolve into a pure love based life you begin to notice the beauty and awesomeness of nature that
surrounds you and has always surrounded you. Through acceptance the continuum of life and your divine blueprint;
you will have more joy, more peace and more love.
debra@energencia.co.za
www.energencia.co.za

If you wish to
understand the
Universe, think of
energy, frequency
and vibration.
–– Nikola Tesha

EVERYDAY EMPOWERMENT
Own Your Power
By Alice Parker
Owning your power is not about ego - that is for insecure people who are actually filled with
fear that other people will see thru their facade. Personal Power has to do with empoweringembracing your gifts, talents and compassion. Yes compassion, as it takes a strong person to
stop to listen, give time and assistance to others. So, you can exude your power with humility, as
you empower others to develop theirs. Personal Power also has to do with working on your balance, becoming Whole
on your own - not needing or believing that you need another person to complete or fulfill you. We all need to keep
working on ourSelves–– remember if you’re perfect and all lessons learned, your time here is done and you’d be gone!
Your Personal Power also helps sustain you in times of difficulties, either to yourself or to those around you that you
love. Losses not only help us to appreciate more what we do have, but to also remember that nothing lasts forever. It
certainly reasserts the need to live in the present and don’t put off creating those moments of joy for your Self, as well
contacting friends, and especially saying ‘I love you.’ Always know that it is not about the material things, but the
living ones. It often takes courage and faith to keep going when we have a loss, yet there is a reason you are still here.
Take the opportunity to share that with others, we do have a purpose even if it is to guide only one other person. You
may be the change that they need, and you may never know who they will influence from your nudge.
The daily grind of life gets to us all some times, and we need to give rewards to our Selves to recoup back into the
flow. Releasing the tentacles of the past, whether of recent or long forgotten days, is a constant process of opening our
hearts and mind. To resonate fully, and live consciously, we need those walls or boundaries down to fully feel life. Yes,
I do believe that what doesn’t kill you, does make you stronger and, then very grateful for what you do have. You are a
Divine child of God/Source, and are loved unconditionally - warts and all. Never, ever let anyone tell you that you are
anything less, or let their jealousies or criticisms affect how you live your life. You - we humans - do not need to be
perfect - there is no such thing or expectation from God/Source. Just working on being better is enough for us humans.
You are powerful, and growing stronger every day.
apinsf@gmail.com
www.a-wonderland.com

Ego says,
“Once everything falls into
place, I’ll feel peace.”
Spirit says,
“Find your peace, and then
everything will fall into
place.”
–– Marianne Williamson

WHEN GOD LEADS THE WAY
Think a New Thought
By Rose Plesz
What if today was the day that you let go of every thought, every preconceived notion you
have about who you are, what you do, what you have to do (what bills you have to pay), your
strengths and weaknesses, your fears and failures, the significance of your past and the idea of
your future? What would you have left? How would that make you feel? Can you even
conceive being able to let go so completely? Or are you holding onto the reins so tightly that
no one or nothing can pry your fingers away from the control of your life?
Close your eyes and imagine yourself as an empty shell. Release all the responsibilities you have placed on yourself
for a moment and just imagine being taken by the hand to a new place, a new adventure where the impact you have is
far greater than anything you can possibly imagine or believe. You might say that sounds like a ‘Cinderella’ story.
Does your mind immediately reason why it can’t be you? Just imagine, for once, that it can be. That’s how God
works. He doesn’t call the equipped, He equips the called. But how can you be called if you aren’t listening? How
can He use you for a Cinderella story if you are so set in your thoughts and your ways that He has no place to enter?
What you think your life looks like right now is only your interpretation based on your history, your degree, outside
influences or any other perceptions that have filled your thoughts to this point. “For my thoughts are not your
thoughts, neither are your ways my ways” declares the Lord. “As the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my
ways higher than your ways and my thoughts higher than your thoughts” (Isaiah 55:8-9) So what if you meditated on
allowing God to fill your mind with a new thought – His thought? What if you could imagine yourself to be His next
Cinderella story – one where He leads you into greatness beyond anything you could imagine or ask for? What if you
took off the limitations of what your life SHOULD look like and just allowed Him to develop what your life COULD
look like? Could you handle such greatness? Are you deserving of this kind of notoriety? Absolutely not but He is.
You might ask – who am I that He would call me? And I say – exactly – and that’s just the reason He will. So today
and every day, promise yourself to think a new thought and release yourself to His direction no matter what it may look
like or feel like. His promise is real and it is for you if you’ll allow it to be.
www.marykay.com/rplesz

IT’S NEVER TOO LATE
Follow Your Passions!
By Joyce Kocinski
What are your talents and dreams? What do you hope to accomplish in the next few years?
Are you waiting to start a course or take a class because you aren’t sure it’s the right time for
you? What is holding you back from starting a new career or new job?
These are the questions you need to ask yourself when discovering and following your
passion(s) in life. I say, “passions” as we all have various strengths and interests that, over time, can develop to help us
succeed in our careers. What job you start in your twenties may not be the same career in your thirties or forties.
I always knew I wanted to be a teacher since childhood so I earned my Bachelor degree in Elementary Education.
After ten years, I felt something was missing in my life. I hadn’t used my artistic talent and had loved to draw as a
child. In my thirties, I saw an artist give a workshop and became inspired and took up oil painting. After several
workshops, I joined art leagues and displayed my work at their exhibits. I started giving some of paintings as gifts to
family and sold some of my works in art shows. My specialty was landscapes and seascapes until I saw a floral artist
doing an exhibit. Then I fell in love with painting flowers and started getting commissions.
Lifelong learning is the result of following your passions. It keeps your creative mind alert and active. When you allow
yourself to try new activities, you are bringing new energy into your life.
For example, when I donated teacher manuals I no longer used, I literally and symbolically let go of the past. At age
50, I went back to school and earned my interior design degree, studying with students half my age. While in school, I
started my own interior design business. Gradually, through self-promotion and word of mouth, my business grew. Still
the teacher, I enjoy helping people learn the principles of design so I contacted the local community college, developed
and taught interior design workshops.
Do you have a hobby you use to do when you were young and have put it off for some reason? Maybe you used to
write poetry or draw, it doesn’t matter. Make the time to start it up again, and see how relaxed you will be when you
are following your passion. When you take a class or a hobby, it shouldn’t be just to make money. You do it for the
enjoyment and if you happen to make some money, congratulations! The point is we all have talents or strengths and
only need the motivation to start. Make time for yourself and you will feel better for it.
www.joycekocinski.wordpress.com
www.designinbalance.com

You may purchase a copy of Joyce’s book, Letters From Mom, by going
to the Sibella Library on our website. www.SibellaPublications.com

THE COLOR OF WELLNESS
RED — Enhance Your Sense of Groundedness
By Laurie Buchanan
Color is simply energy—energy made visible. As human beings, color is the only energy we can actually see. It’s the
reaction of our eyes and brain to different frequencies of light. The colors we wear and surround ourselves with in our
home and office stimulate the way we think and feel, and the way our body’s organs, glands, and systems function.
That’s where color therapy—treatment with the appropriate color—comes in. We can use color to stimulate or inhibit
the functioning of different parts of our body; to restore balance and normal functioning.
Red is associated with the base chakra; the energy center located at the tip of the tailbone. It is responsible for selfpreservation, survival, and physical and financial wellness. It oversees the adrenal glands that trigger the “fight, flight,
or faint” mechanism, the skeleton, feet, legs, immune system, and promotes the appetite. When healthy, this chakra
enhances our sense of groundedness and helps us to function from a place of courage.
Every color makes a statement. The color of blood, red says “I am.” It enhances vitality, energy, and courage. Science
tells us that personality traits are reflected by our preferred color. If you’re drawn to red you’re most likely:
• Extroverted, optimistic, courageous, and confident.
• Action-oriented, with strong survival instincts.
• Stimulating to be with, you radiate a great deal of energy.
• You have a tremendous passion and enthusiasm for life.
The positive properties of a red personality are expressed as energetic, assertive, powerful, exciting, passionate, strongwilled, courageous, and self-motivated. You fear less
and love more. Your deepest need is for physical
achievement, fulfillment, and satisfaction. Eating red
foods improves heart and blood health. Loaded with
high-quality protein, powerful antioxidants, and
phytonutrients, these are some of the best: tomatoes, tart
cherries, strawberries, red bell peppers, and red grapes.
The negative properties of a red personality are
described as aggressive, domineering, impatient,
insensitive, and self-centered. You’re prone to be
impulsive; to act too quickly. When opened, your
emotional baggage tends to reveal issues with body
image and financial debt—you tend to spend more
than you make.
We can diminish the negative properties of red by
using less of it and more of the color opposite to it on
the color wheel—green. We can also use affirmations.
Designed to combat negative thinking, positive
statements can result in profound personal changes.
For the red personality they might look like this: “I
stand up for myself.” “I am healthy, full of energy, and
vitality.” “My body is my temple, I love and respect
it.” “I am capable for providing for my life’s
necessities.” Regardless of your color preference, if
you need a boost in the areas of survival and selfpreservation, indulge yourself with the color red.
Laurie@HolEssence.com
www.HolEssence.com
TuesdayswithLaurie.com

FINDING HEART IN THE DARK
Lost Love, Addiction and Idols
By Sandra Lee Dennis
The soul harbors a fierce passion for the Divine. When we mistake the mundane for the
spiritual—which we all do in one way or the other—we court addiction to whomever or
whatever we believe can satisfy this longing of the soul.
The deepest passion of our soul gets attached to that person or thing when we succumb to mistaking the worldly for
spiritual. Since transcendent experiences of love, communion, peace and freedom come to us through the world of
form, we naturally confuse the two. We mix up the source of the spiritual nourishment we crave with the medium
through which it comes.
At the same time, whenever we attach our drive for the Holy to anything, including a person, a place, a thing, an
ideology, or even a spiritual experience, we make it into a “false god” or “idol.” We do not realize how much we bind
ourselves with chains of steel to whatever we have idolized. This is why when we lose love, we sometimes can crave
the other person like an addict craves a drug.
Of course, your bodily rhythms have been in sync with your mate, and go into disarray when that person suddenly
disappears. On top of the physiological withdrawal, the longing and pain a person feels—especially when they are
abandoned or betrayed by a trusted partner—can demonstrate how much that person has become your idol. The more
experiences of deep connection, love, and intimacy we have had with our partner, the more likely we are to confuse
them with the Holy Spirit and to make this natural mistake.
The truth is that many of us have misinterpreted our yearning for union with the Divine as the futile search for “the
one.” We spend our lives searching for the idealized partner who will complete us and take away the hollowness inside.
Or we lament the relationship we have, disappointed that it hasn’t quite given us what we hoped it would. In this
mistaken longing for an idealized other, we do not realize we have been forsaking our own souls.
Our relation with another person—no matter how compatible they are, or how ethereal and profound the connection—
while it can point the way to our spiritual home, can never
fulfill the existential emptiness at the core of our being.
Only a greater Love can satisfy us. Until we know in our
bones that the “other” (the person, the alcohol, the drugs,
the ideology, the money, the power, the sex) cannot satisfy
the heart’s deepest longing, we will keep looking in all the
wrong places to quench this burning desire.
A broken heart has its advantages: It forces you to go
deeper than the brokenness to find that hidden source of
Love in your own heart.
sanleeden@gmail.com
www.sandraleedennis.com

I am in competition
with no one.
I have no desire to play
the game of being better
than anyone.
I am simply trying to be
better than the person
I was yesterday

PEACEFUL VIBRATIONS
Bring Peace to World Events
By Deborah Lloyd
To watch television news – or not watch television news – that is the question. Some people
never watch the news as they believe it only brings negative energy into their homes. It’s a valid
point, as our world has many negative forces, with contentious national debates, global conflicts
and natural disasters. On the other side, however, others feel disconnected if they miss a day or
two of current happenings. How can we view this dilemma, from the perspective of energetic vibrations?
In our hectic, materialistic environment, we are often surrounded by dense negative energies. It is everywhere, much
larger than news reports! We must learn ways to deal with these negative vibrations that exist at our workplaces, in
megastores and within large crowds, all the time. Mindful intention is the best way to combat, and rise above them.
The solution is quite simple. Request Divine Light to fill you and surround you, and it is done. Calling for divine
protection for you and your loved ones is a wonderful and necessary daily habit to attain.
Whether it’s watching the news, or being surrounded by angry coworkers, living without intentional protection allows
negative energies to penetrate your being. If you ever feel irritated, or tired, with no logical reason, it may simply be the
effects of the energies around you.
Watching the news with positive intention can be taken a step further, with opportunities to bring peaceful vibrations to
every troubling event. We can send Love and Light to the event through thoughts and prayers. Ask Spirit to speak to
two arguing Senators, reminding them to set aside pride and stubbornness, for the highest good of all. Ask Spirit to
assist rescue workers to reach folks stranded on rooftops during a flood. Ask Spirit to touch the hearts of dictators and
terrorists. It is easy to join the chorus of animosity towards greedy leaders and destructive situations. But, sending more
negative thoughts has never solved problems. Only energies of peace and love can produce positive results.
Additionally, troubling events present opportunities for active transformation. Along with peaceful intentions, take
action – create genuine, enduring positive energy. No matter what the event, or world problem, there is always
something you can do. Volunteer to help those affected by a natural disaster, or assist in a local food bank. Participate in
an organization whose goal is peacemaking, or reducing poverty. In today’s social media world, join virtual discussions
promoting benevolent solutions.
With this loving, compassionate approach, watching television news can become
an intentional practice of bringing peaceful vibrations into the world. Live peace!
Be peace now!
deb@deblloydhealing.com
www.deblloydhealing.com
www.deblloydhealing.com/blog

You may purchase a copy of Deborah’s book, Believe and It Is True, by going
to the Sibella Library on our website. www.SibellaPublicastions.com

OPEN TO SILENCE
Seeing Through Eyes of Gratitude
By Gilda Arruda
On the surface of its appearance, death is
mystifying before it reveals its meaning of freedom.
Dying is a transformational journey, from the uninvited
prognosis to the bittersweet memories, and then to a
hope-filled trust towards a new, formless beginning. I was witness to the Power
that is greater than all that lives and controls life; that unseen power sent His
angels to escort my sister Judy to her final home. In that transformational
moment, I was able to witness the context of death, the echoed reverence, and
the soothing understanding that although grief remains grief it does not grow
afraid or confused.
I did not want to feel or experience a loss or any kind of separation from my
sister. I was unable to separate unrealistic expectations of life from the reality of
the finality of death. Knowing the end was near brought feelings of not only
deep sorrow but also the processing of my faith, discoveries of judgements,
values, and hopes. Although I was walking the walk of a Christian, I walked
with a sense of being afraid, wallowing in self-pity until my sister was granted
something greater than any fear. She was shown a glimmer of light to the
reassurance of the promise, and given the strength to return briefly to reassure
us one more time that she was accompanied by the soft chorus of a peaceful
melody that confirmed the echoes of His kingdom.
In the silence of my grief, between heartbeats, I finally got hold of grief's slow
wisdom. Because of Judy’s attitude of gratitude she experienced peace of mind
and heart, and with a heavenly assist she broke through a shadowy place to a
particle of light-letting all who were at her bedside know that His kingdom is in
our midst. In the eyes of those who looked on, she climbed lightly like a
butterfly. I was a witness to her transformation; it was a memory, a keepsake of
resurrection. Only the Power of God can transfigure a lifeless form to a higher
realm of being. The weave of the miracle was in the process of death and in the
gift of her peace.
Judy’s spiritual odyssey led her through the stages of not only seeing but
sharing her vision of Divinity. My sister had participated in both the mystery of
death and her brief resurrection. The victory was her final testimony. The finality
of her dying and the mystery of death that holds so many captive in fear of it, was
for me, the key that unlocked the grace of God.
Every experience in life and death is an opportunity to turn to God. He is the
teacher of life and is in the mystery of death. Seeing through eyes of gratitude
allows reconciliation to God’s unmeasurable grace.
gildaarruda03@aol.com
Gildaarruda.com
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START FEELING BETTER TODAY
Accentuate the Positive
By Sheila Crouch
Words have always fascinated me. Words express beliefs and carry power. As energy formed
by our conscious intention, words will affect our energy levels and self empowerment.
From our oneness and state of love we separate from our Source to bring light to our karmic
shadows of fear. So it is that we choose our parents who vibrate with the fear patterns that
attract us to them, we come to clear ancestral patterns and raise the conscious awareness of mankind.
Fear is the absence of love and so we come to heal and bring light. Lucifer means "Bringer of Light", it is the contrast
between light and shadow that has always been the battle in overcoming fear.
Our wellbeing is governed by the distance between our divine blueprint versus our human DNA we inherit from our
parents, thus we experience duality
and the opportunity for conflict. The
contrast or distance between our
divine blueprint and our human DNA,
with its fearful, unresolved patterns,
creates tension when we experience
conflicting information which
ultimately leads to distress.
So we
develop "Conscience" (with science)
which seeks facts.
By choosing the
appropriate loving response, instead
of defensive and aggressive behaviour,
which will create more fear and
disharmony, we can avoid pain, selfdoubt, low-esteem and raise the
human spirit and consciousness.
The contrast between a diminishing
we learn to behave appropriately
become an example for others.
try it again.

outcome to an empowering one, is how
and change our beliefs and behaviours to
How long it takes creates our karma or

Interestingly, "devil" spelt backwards
state of fear by bringing light to it.
with both the fear and love available
the optional outcomes in the

is "lived", so to live we need to reverse the
Until we experience the whole picture
in each situation, we cannot understand
challenges that life provides.

When we talk about "misconceptions" we are talking about the fear patterns superimposed on What Is, that stem from
past experiences programmed in our human DNA. When fear patterns are challenged we trigger our cells to behave in
ways that lower their vibration and bring dysfunction leading to dis-ease and disease. So fear is the real devil that
paralyses us; has been used to control the human race from recognising who we truly are, by casting shadows over our
divine light.
Next time you react against something instead of looking at what could go wrong and stopping at that point, ask how you
can learn to put it right. When something is right, it works for everyone. Fear can no longer be used to enslave and
diminish the divine, that guides us through our hearts against words and doctrines designed to fill our minds with fear so
we can recognise the contrast. Live or evil, accentuate the positive!
www.sheilacrouch.com
info@sheilacrouch

Your eyes are like a mirror ... what you see in me is a reflection of you. - C.V. Pillay

CARE FOR CARE GIVERS
The Forgotten Ones
By Georgina Cannon
Known as part of the ‘sandwich generation’–– the typical caregiver is a 46-year-old female
Baby Boomer with some college education who works full time, has her own partner and
family and spends more than 20 hours per week caring for his or her parents who live nearby.
These caregivers are usually alert to the stresses of people they help. In addition to the pure
physical stress, there’s the emotional and intellectual stress of trying to fit in the care giving with family
responsibilities. There’s usually a huge dollop of guilt somewhere in there too, that they are not doing enough for
either the parents, or their own family. They are not, however, alert to the stress and fatigue that can slowly surface in
their own lives, until something drastic happens.
Either a parent dies, or becomes more ill and unmanageable and crisis decisions have to be made or the caregiver
becomes ill through stress and fatigue.
“It’s usually at this point, they come into the clinic for help,” explains Dr. Georgina Cannon, author and regression
therapist. “They want to learn how to de-stress and get more energy, because usually they are bone tired. They feel
fragile, overwhelmed and burned out.”
Because the problem is so common, Cannon developed a three point self care program that she gives to these clients,
and encourages them to pass it on to their friends in the same situation:
1) Eat well–avoid junk food and simple carbohydrates which raise the insulin levels and cause the body even more
stress. Eat lots of fruit, veggies and easy to prepare protein, like grilled chicken or fish. Cannon also recommends
batch cooking for the family and for on-the-run eating. Include yourself on the list of people you’re taking care of.
2) Take time, MAKE TIME for yourself, even if it’s only 30 minutes in the morning quiet time – maybe a walk, or
self hypnosis, or a long shower. Book off the time for you. It’s not an indulgence, it’s a necessity. Cannon teaches her
clients how to do self hypnosis and relax almost instantly. Spend time with your family and friends – remember the
person inside the care giver’s skin. That person deserves to feel the love and interaction of family of friends.
3) Self-hypnosis or meditation time – just ten minutes can make a difference. The self hypnosis program is a gift they give
to themselves” explains Cannon, “It is something, once learned, can be used to achieve any goal – including stress
management. And if you practice it daily, you can reduce the time it takes to de- compress down to less than two minutes!”
georgina@georginacannon.com
www.georginacannon.com
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ANCIENT SECRETS OF THE GODDESSES
Honoring Your Inner Child with the Greek Goddess Eireen
By Velva Dawn Silver-Hughes
When was the last time you laid on the green grass and watched the shapes in the clouds? Are
you listening to that little girl or little boy inside of you? Are taking time to play?
Each one of us was born with a healthy inner child female or male. As many of us go through
life’s experiences we can slowly begin to disconnect from our inner child. We don’t allow FREE time for creativity of
our soul to play and rejuvenate our body!
The Greek Goddess Eireen can assist you in reconnecting with your inner child and awakening the creativity within all
aspects of your life. As we grow older we feel that we need to become more responsible and work harder to please that
ego side of ourselves. But in fact, what we need to do is honor more play in our lives which will feed the creativity in
all aspects of our lives; work, marriage, spiritual, and physical.
How does one begin the process of connecting to your inner child through the Greek Goddess Eireen? In my book
Ancient Secrets of the Goddesses I have channeled crystals, aura colors, and affirmations that are associated with 31
different goddesses to assist in a multi-dimensional healing process of awakening the divine feminine through the lens
of each goddess.
To begin the crystal healing process between Eireen and your inner child please, place the labradorite crystal on your
third eye chakra to bring forth the magic divine play that will help spark the creative energy that your soul is craving.
The labradorite crystal reminds us that magic is at play in your daily life. Allow the magic of this crystal to lead you to
your shimmering dreams.
You may also use the pink rhodochrosite crystal, which represents the inner child on your heart chakra. If you feel like
you have lost touch with the childlike qualities in yourself, please ask this crystal to help rejuvenate those carefree,
spontaneous moments in your daily life.
Repeating affirmations is a powerful energetic tool that is sent out to the universal life force attracting the frequency for
deep healing. An affirmation that you can repeat to begin to honor your inner child with the assistance of Eireen is:
“Dear ones, honoring the childlike qualities, fairness, and trust are some of the hardest traits to practice, but I do ask
that you try as it will bring many blessings into your life.”
We need to remember that we can’t keep putting off today,
thinking that we can do it tomorrow. We need to truly honor
our inner child with love and nurturing, which will allow us
to radiate peace and love, which will bring harmony to all
aspects of our being. We are one with nature and we need to
connect with her to keep our bodies healthy and alive.
velvadawn@velvadawn.com
www.velvadawn.com

SASSY WOMAN'S GUIDE TO APPRECIATING MEN!
Happiness Is Your Power When Looking for Mr. Right
By Gladys Marie Clancy
“I Am Happiness.” This statement acknowledges your true nature. Happiness is not
something you get from someone. It is not something which someone can take from you.
Happiness is your essential nature because you are an extension of the Source of all happiness.
You are the individualized expression of the “one radiant energy” as Einstein called it, of “The
Divine” as spiritual philosophers call it, of “God” as I like to call it.
Step into your power. Be open to the happiness in which you have your being. As you extend happiness out to those
around you, you realize you are free. The sun freely gives warmth and light because that’s what is does. And guess
what? The warmth is felt, the light is reflected back. The sun doesn’t judge who deserves its warmth… is worth its
light. It just does what the sun does, and lets the rays fall where they may. Without the sun everything would die.
Without your happiness everyone around you is dimmer… there is less luster in the world.
Let happiness be your function, a purpose you carry into every situation, with every person. That shift from needing to
giving, from seeking to get, to seeking to give, puts you in your place of power. You no longer need someone to do
something so you can be happy. You ARE happiness!
As you recognize this, suddenly nothing can disturb your peace or make you feel insulted, diminished, or invalidated.
Now you are free to observe… to listen to your gut instincts. Now you are free to move towards what feels good,
away from what feels icky. You are free to become the chooser.
Ever heard of the Law of Natural Selection? It’s the main mechanism of evolution. It ensures the best biological traits
for survival of our species are passed on through inheritance, and it depends on women being good choosers. This
mechanism, men chase…women choose, is unconsciously instilled in our nature as human beings, probably in our
DNA as part of the evolutionary process of our species.
Instead of trying to chase, convince, coerce, beg, or seduce to get what you need: succinctly state what you expect, as
a matter of fact; set boundaries, with no drama. And remember the power of appreciation and understanding as well.
Shine happiness and notice what is being reflected back to you, notice how you feel. Then decide if this man has what
it takes for a real relationship. As you choose well… all
of nature is benefited by your good choice.
Even
evolution is elevated because happiness is your power,
and you chose to step into it!
www.sassywomansguide.com
gclancy077@gmail.com

Make yourself stronger
than your excuses

CENTER OF BRILLIANCE
Personal Empowerment––
Tipping the Scales from the Eye of the Storm
By Deborah Sue Pomeroy
The great divisions in our world today are reflected by the destructive principles of ‘divide and
conquer’, ‘survival of the fittest,’ ‘the bottom line’ and ‘what this world can do for me’. Many
strive for all the right reasons swimming upstream against these principles feeling disempowered.
Life is divided yielding the opposing creative and destructive forces. Duality can allow the depth of experience within
this time and space and the opportunity to choose how we define our lives. The contrast can give understanding and
appreciation into the extremes to make the important choices within our lives. Instead duality reflects resistances,
which with creative forces allows questions of conscious decisions, is actually destroying so much.
THE CHOICE? When we claim of faith attested in the day light, and then lives in the dark shadows, we are divided.
Every aspect of life is energetically connected and entangled at the deepest levels. Truth is being reflected from the
inside out revealing our authentic nature, and our degree of empowerment. Life out of balance rages until it finds its
peace and harmony, like any storm. The key is not to find unity and live isolated from the world. The key is living
within the eye of the storm, knowing how to become more empowered with every step.
The state of our world is reflected by a ‘tipping point’ showing our current conscious empowerment. To resolve the
problems we see is understanding that others will not solve the problems of the world. It starts with you and me
together through living by example spark others to be more proactive. Our personal empowerment synergistically
creates a cohesive realization of focused intentions by our actions each moment by moment. Those that maintain this
empowerment drives this world forward through time and space.
The principals of ‘divide and conquer’ split us in
our focus with blinders limiting our view. The
belief ‘Survival of the Fittest’ compromises our
morals to get ahead by stepping on others.
‘Bottom line thinking’ limits our view focusing on
our ‘own self interests’. These beliefs are counter
to our higher intentions dividing ourselves
between our creative and destructive forces. We
cannot thrive when we are divided sabotaging
both ourselves and each other by selling our souls.
Personal empowerment comes from living from
the inside out, standing strong in clear personal
beliefs aligned with our eternal self and our daily
living. Each moment a choice is made bringing
us closer to who we truly are, empowering us, or
taking us away from who we truly are,
destroying us. Our conscious choice is vital.
www.centerofbrilliance.com
centerofbrilliance.blogspot.com
centerofbrilliance@gmail.com

If you love a flower, don’t pick
it up. Because if you pick it
up it dies and it ceases to be
what you love. So if you love
a flower, let it be. Love is
not about possession.
Love is about appreciation.
–– Osho

MINDFUL BEGINNINGS
Perimeno-PAUSE – Taking Time For Healthy Reflection
By Lisa Pedersen
Sometimes perimenopause creeps up on you, other times with a big bang. In my case, it was
the latter. After mentioning at a routine physical my heavier menstrual cycles, an ultrasound
revealed ovarian cysts (one measuring 5.4 cm.) and a thickened uterine lining. An endometrial
biopsy and ovarian cancer screening were performed. Despite relief over the negative results, I
continually bled for over forty days, ultimately requiring intravenous iron therapy for the added anemia diagnosis.
Surgery loomed in my future, having been informed I should have the cyst, and part, if not all, of my left ovary
removed. This happened close to my 48th birthday. Here lay a pause I had yet to encounter: perimenopause.
I’m in the healing profession, counseling on the importance of self-care. This time, I was the person needing care,
especially if there was opportunity to continue life on this planet. I slept, cried and felt guilt for arriving at this life
event. Through working with healers, utilizing calming techniques, journaling and allowing others to help me, within
two months, my body changed to its natural state of health. A repeat ultrasound was miraculously NORMAL! No
more cysts or thickened lining. My doctor had never seen a woman heal within such a short time frame. All surgeries
were cancelled.
The following list may help women create space to graciously navigate menopause and beyond:
1. Find your “team”. Besides family and friends, mine included a medical doctor who prescribed natural
progesterone, an herbalist who offered herbs, an energy worker who used the art of touch and loving kindness, and
a gong therapist who played while I immersed myself in the surrounding vibrations. This didn’t happen overnight.
Find who works for you; be willing to accept their expertise, while listening to your own inner guidance.
2. Listen to calming music, or meditate. Taking time to pause is the true lesson for us all. We must slow down
and quiet our minds so that magic can take over.
3. Write about hopes, dreams, desires and resentments. Be honest about your relationships. I realized how
complacent I had become, needing to return to the joy of life’s offering.
4. Evaluate responsibilities and allow others to share the load. I felt exhausted doing what others could do for
themselves. I now ask myself the simple question, “Whose
job is this, anyway?” If it’s not mine, I move on.
My new lease on life begins nourishing my soul. Writing is one
act that falls into this category and I humbly share my story here.
What feeds your soul? Pausing well before menopause may help
you discover exactly what you need to live with optimal health
and well-being.
www.mindfulbeginnings.com
lisa@mindfulbeginnings.com

STOP EXCUSES GAIN A LIFE!
Letting Go Brings Positive Results
By Karen Gridley
When is the last time you took a look in the mirror and saw only you? This is one of the hardest things for people
to do and yet absolutely essential to improve. When any part of your life – personal or professional – is misaligned, it
all begins with an honest look at self. Most people seem to work this process in reverse. Looking outside of you results
in holding onto what needs to be released and letting go of what needs to be owned. In other words focus and attention
are on what holds you back instead of forward progress.
Some clues you are misaligned:
Frustration • Anger • A desire to prove your point • Challenge or inability to focus on anything else
“You” language versus “I” language • Blaming – pointing at things outside of you as cause of your challenge
Inability or unwillingness to take a new course of action. Imagine a pit bull with its teeth sunk in and hanging on.
Tips to embrace letting go and taking responsibility:
Practice centered breathing to calm and be receptive to insights
Take action on a necessary task to divert attachment
Work with a coach or facilitator to resolve issues
Forgive – yourself and others
Ask yourself three questions:
What’s my part? Until you own your thoughts, words and behaviors WITHOUT any excuse or justification due to
anyone or anything else you will never move forward.
How do I want to feel and be? Identify what you
want. The common error here is to stay stuck by
continually repeating and reviewing what IS instead of
shifting the focus to the desired outcome.
What would I be thinking, saying, and doing?
IF I was feeling and being the person identified in the
previous question? Then decide. Your behavior will
let you know the decision you have made.
It is crucial to emphasize that as important a step
owning your part is, it is insufficient to create change.
The action that follows you claiming to know your part
is the determining factor. When you talk about knowing
what you have to do without the appropriate action that
demonstrates what you are saying, there is yet to be true
accountability. Another common indicator of being offtrack is what is known as a victim role. You may
vehemently deny thinking or behaving in this manner and
yet that is exactly what phrases such as “just forget it” or
“it’s me, I’m wrong” said sarcastically demonstrate;
which is basically manipulation or self-pity.
What, or who, are you holding onto that would better
serve everyone involved to let go? What, or who, with
more attention, accountability, and action would lead to
peak performance of the participants and a bottom line
that prospers?
KarenGridley.com
Karen@karengridley.com

SPICE YOUR INNER SPIRIT
Creativity Is A Matter Of Survival
By Jenna Marie Spicer
Whether you can admit it to yourself or not, you’re creative - we are all creative. Whether
you’re trying to be creative or not, creativity is a part of our daily life. Creativity is the simple
act of coming up with something new- a new interpretation, process, idea, product, service, or
solution to a problem. We can learn a lot from looking at the creative process, as it can be
applied to pretty much anything. Unlike other disciplines studied in school, we see through the arts that problems can
have more than one solution- and many times no right or wrong answers.
Art demonstrates how complicated concepts can be simplified and shown in a different light, whatever field or
profession you’re in. This is especially handy for business owners, as well as our own individual aspirations of
whatever we view as success. And whatever we chose to do, we all have an individual style for expression- a unique
creative self that sets us apart from the rest, whether we are speaking, writing, drawing, building, painting, dancing,
crafting, playing sports, singing, cooking, gardening, playing music, organizing or anything else we do. All of these are
various acts of creation.
When we look closely and dissect our creative acts, we all share commonalities- preferences for gathering information,
analyzing this information, making decisions about it, and then behaving based on this information. These preferences
affect the types of creations we produce. Our preferences create our personality type which also creates a particular
creative type. Knowing your creative type gives you insight into the strengths of your creative style and teaches you
about the differences you see in other people. The most valid way to determine your personality type is to take the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. The MBTI is a tool that reflects your individual preference for how you see the world
and how you make decisions based on that information. Understanding how you prefer to gather and process new
information enhances your ability to create.
An understanding of your personality type and its connection to
your creative style will help you to enjoy your life more fully,
with more enthusiasm, excitement, engagement, and a greater
ability to contribute. Being creative is a basic human need
essential to thriving in our ever-changing, increasingly
competitive global economy. Creativity is a matter of survival.
It’s the key to driving economic growth. When acting creatively,
we are actively involved and acting passionately, leading to
better career satisfaction and overall well-being.
www.spiceyourinnerspirit@gmail.com
about.me/spiceyourinnerspirit
www.facebook.com/spiceyourinnerspirit

LIVING A CONSCIOUS LIFE
The Boll Weevil
By Nancy A Newman
What in the world does a Boll Weevil have to do with Living a Conscious Life? The Boll
Weevil represents several steps in changing our lives for the better. Perhaps we've been
successfully living our lives, when something unexpected happens, the old methods don't work
any longer, and we can't figure out why, continuing to try what worked before.
Let me share the story of the Boll Weevil. In 1900, cotton was the King of the South. Farmers made great profits from
their cotton crops. But in 1902, the Boll Weevil entered the US through Texas and proceeded to move across the
South, destroying nearly all the cotton crops on its way.
For several years, the farmers tried and failed to regrow their cotton crops, refusing to believe that what had worked in
the past would not still work if they just tried harder. Some farmers went bankrupt for their refusal to consider
anything else.
Then the brilliant Dr. George Washington Carver looked at the situation and encouraged the farmers to plant peanuts
and sweet potatoes instead since Boll Weevils only ate cotton, not peanuts and sweet potatoes. He showed them how
the new crops could enrich their soil and provide their nutrition as well as being a cash crop. Within a few years, the
farmers were making five times what they had ever made with cotton!
Does this sound at all familiar to what happens in our lives? We go along through life, doing okay, when something
unexpected appears, and we are suddenly on a downward spiral. No matter how hard we try the old coping strategies,
nothing works until we are bankrupt either spiritually, emotionally or financially. By finding a teacher or mentor to
teach new ways to enrich our lives, we can be better off than before.
What crop are you growing in your life? What is your Boll Weevil which has turned your world upside down? When
did you hit rock bottom? Have you tried to find alternative ways to enrich the soil of your life, or are you continuing
to try the same thing over and over expecting a different result?
When the Boll Weevil comes into your life, the first step is acknowledging that there is a problem, then being willing
to change the status quo and not hang on to outdated beliefs and methods. Find a teacher, mentor or counselor to teach
you different approaches to your problem. You absolutely can change your life for the better, just like those farmers in
the South. Sometimes a Boll Weevil coming into your life is just the incentive needed to inspire you to change your
life for the better!
www.toelady.com
Nancy@toelady.com

INTUITION GUIDES & PROTECTS YOU EACH DAY
How Your Intuition Helps to Increase Your Finances
By Darlene Pitts
Your intuition helps to increase your finances no matter your current economic situation. Be aware of financial intuitive
messages that tap or nudge you while you focus on money situations or something else. These intuitive messages might seem
ridiculous or impossible to apply in your life, but act on your inner guidance for amazing results.
Notice how your intuition acts as your financial advisor. For example, you intuitively dream about a rising stock to invest in.
Intuitively feel certain to enter a contest and you win first prize. Intuitively hear your inner voice say, “Ask for more money
during this job interview,” though the employer published the peak salary. Intuitively know you’ll receive a reward for turning in
a found wallet. Intuitively taste a unique cookie recipe worth millions. Intuitively smell riches flowing for a flea market find.
Intuitively speak, “A career change raises my income level.” Intuitively sing, “I hit the jackpot with my creative ideas.”
Sometimes your intuition nudges you for small financial increases. Have you noticed a coin lying on the ground and sensed to
pick it up? Has someone offered you a free ticket to an event and you sensed to accept it? Have you obtained an unexpected
discount for an item you planned to buy at the retail price? Have you given to a homeless person and then suddenly gained more
money than what you gave? Trusting your intuition for small financial increases prepares you to trust it for larger and larger
increases. The sky isn’t the limit, unless you expect it to be.
Ask your intuition, “What is my wealth signal?” Listen for the intuitive answer that will tap you when opportunities for financial
increases exist. For example, you intuitively see a dollar sign ($), intuitively feel blessed with cash, intuitively hear the sound of
abundant rain, or intuitively know prosperous habits to perform. You intuitively taste chocolate currency, intuitively smell fresh
dough, intuitively speak about a lucrative windfall, or
intuitively sing about a gravy train. When your intuition
taps you with your wealth signal, get ready to take action
and receive.
An employer changed my job title and responsibilities. My
logic derived an hourly wage based on my industry’s
research. My intuition placed my logic’s hourly wage at
the lower end of the pay scale and advised, “Ask for a
higher wage.” I heeded my intuition and my income
increased by 55%.
Ask your intuition for guidance for various money
situations, such as salaries, investments, inventions,
inheritances, and debts. Your intuition never considers your
education, job status, location, age, or beliefs. It
communicates truthful solutions whether you accept or
reject them. Intuitive answers are infinite and life changing
and lead to financial success.

dpitts@inspirationandintuition.com
www.inspirationandintuition.com
www.inspirationandintuition.com/dpblog

POSITIVE WIDOWHOOD
A Journey Of Healing And Growth
By Fleur Hols
We will all face the death of a loved one, sooner or later. But how many of us are prepared to
do so? Have you ever given it more than just a horrified thought? Or are you like me, somehow
convinced this will not happen to you! The truth is, it did happen to me... and it took me
completely by surprise. In my case it was the sudden death of my husband. After almost thirty
years of marriage, life as I knew it ended, and with it, all the dreams and plans we had made together. From that point
on it was just me again, and that takes a lot of getting used to.
Especially women, we have a tendency of loosing our concept of self in a long term relationship. So after the death of
your spouse you may not have any memory of who you are. After two and a half years of behaving as if he were still
around, it slowly became clear to me, that in order to survive, I needed to re-invent myself.
Western society is totally unprepared for grief and most people feel very uncomfortable to be around a person who has
suffered an important loss. Not knowing what to say or how to behave plays a big part but there is also a direct fear of it
happening to them, that withholds people from empathizing with you. Not having to think about it, is much preferred.
Friends and family will withdraw from you over the following weeks and months. Which is only natural, for them it is
back to business as usual, their lives go on, it is just yours that has changed forever.
Your new life acquires different rules and another lifestyle, which has little to do with money and everything with the
acceptance and the embracing of being alone. Re-connect to the source that is available to all of us, and listen carefully.
Return to your childhood and start using your senses again, close your eyes and let the depth of silence invade you.
Connect with the magic within. As we grew older, we forgot all about it. Deep down you know what is right for you
at any time. Always follow your intuition and do what makes you feel more comfortable. Not what others think you
should do! This may very well work for them, but not necessarily for you! In grief there are no guidelines.
But life is not as narrow as we are made believe and contains much beauty, even in sorrow and sadness there is light
and promise. Grief is all about adjusting–– a journey of healing and growth.
fleurhols@hotmail.com
fleurhols.org

Sibella

R E T R E AT S F O R W O M E N W R I T E R S
THRE E ENC HA NTING SPAC ES TO INSPIRE GREAT WRI TIN G

ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA, USA
S E PTE MBE R 2 2 - 29, 201 4

The Blue Ridge, so named because its peaks and ridges
often appear wrapped in a soft blue haze. Spectacular.
Making sure your time away is exactly what
you need it to be is my service to you.
Limited Space Available
RESERVE YOUR SPACE TODAY!
www.Stepinsidethemagic.com

Imagine a magical space where time stands still and the world is in
front of you like a blank page on which you are to write.

COLLABORATION:
The Ultimate Gift to Give Yourself and Others
Is Connecting With Others Truly Powerful?
By Dr. Stacey A. Maxwell-Krockenberger
Connecting with other heart-centered and like-minded women is absolutely powerful for
YOU in achieving your desires and offers a platform for you to contribute your gifts and talents to others as well! This
is a win-win for all who are involved!
Collaborating with others is like having your very own mastermind community of the most fabulous, gifted, talented,
goal-setting achievers who want nothing more than to see YOU succeed in your endeavors and are willing to help you
in anyway they can whether it's through offering their own professional services, their valuable insights on the
situation, referring you future customers and clients and/or providing an awesome contact person if it's out of their
scope of practice. This is a great way to build your enterprise both locally and globally as well!
The power of collaborating with women changes the dynamics of the primary male energy paradigm way of doing
business over the last 50 years. Although, it was necessary then as the majority of our growth was more of an industrial
movement, the female energy is focusing more on "how may I serve" knowing it's a nurturing contribution and ultimately
for the highest-good of all! This is one of the most powerful vibrational energies you can put into motion!
When you are serving and empowering others to fully achieve and live the life of their dreams you are raising their
personal energetic vibrational realm which in turn affects the reality of the collective mass. Remembering what you
put out comes back to you multiplied, it's a Universal Law!
These are women who know who they are and understand that they are unlimited Be-ings and that there is more than
enough to go around; and does not believe in lack, limitation or competition. You will often find other people in the
exact same field as your own wanting to support and empower YOU to realizing your fullest potential and vision into
fruition based on those principles!
Women collaborators understand the common thread between them which is they are of the same energetic creation.
They are Wive’s, Mother's, Daughter's, Sister's and Leaders in their family, businesses and community. They
understand that you can open yourself up to a spiritual family of networkers that have the same goals and desires of
achieving fulfillment in ones life on all levels; emotionally,
mentally, physically, spiritually and financially!
Collaborating with other women is one of the greatest gifts you
could ever give yourself! You not only have a team of like-minded,
enthusiastic, beautiful, intelligent individuals surrounding and
empowering you but a team of heart-centered individuals that has
your back; knowing that when YOU succeed ultimately, we
all succeed! Now that's powerful!
www.PeaceLoveWings.com
info@PeaceLoveWings.com

Lessons in life will
be repeated, time
and time again;
until they are
learned.

THE GOOD LIFE
Steps to the Good Life
By Sharon Good
The good life . . . don’t we all want it? We strive for it, and yet it’s often elusive. While there’s
no foolproof manual for achieving a good life, I’m going to do my best to give you a bit of a
map for finding your way there.
When I thought about what makes for a good life, what came to mind is Maslow’s Hierarchy. If you’re not familiar
with this structure, imagine a pyramid. The bottom levels of the pyramid address our Physiological Needs and, above
that, Safety and Security. The next layer is our need for Love and Belonging, above that Achievement and
Recognition, then Esteem and Self-Esteem, Knowledge and Understanding, and at the top, Self-Actualization.
Over the course of this year, I will speak about each of those levels. As you rise in the pyramid, the levels build upon each
other, and you will work with the components to create a wonderful life. Today, we’ll talk about the bottom two levels.
It’s evident that before anything else, we must fulfill our need for air, food, water, shelter and good health. Most of us
in the western world are able to meet our physiological needs, and hopefully, we also have reasonably good health.
After that, we seek to create a sense of safety – that our home, our relationships, our job are places where we don’t
experience threat. When that safety is not there, we experience a constant state of stress, which can develop into
physical and emotional ailments.
Let’s also consider our financial health. When you have huge debt looming over you, it’s hard to feel safe. Some debts
make sense – a mortgage you can afford or student loans for your or your child’s education – but living beyond your
means puts distressing pressure on you and limits your choices. If you want to make a radical life or career change, it’s
hard to do when you’re dependent on your paycheck just to stay afloat.
To begin with a solid foundation, start by seeing if there is any place in your life where you don’t feel safe and secure.
We all feel threatened from time to time, but when it’s chronic, it can jeopardize your well-being. And it’s not always
cut-and-dry. You may be in a situation that offers you
financial stability, but where you’re experiencing
physical or emotional abuse. It can be difficult and
frightening to extricate yourself from such a situation,
but a Good Life cannot be based on serious underlying
dysfunction.

Take time out
to build your

Look at your life. Is there any area where you’re lacking
a sense of safety and security? What can you do to
change that? Who can you reach out to for help? You
don’t have to make drastic changes all at once. Take
small steps, and your security needs will slowly, but
surely fall into a positive place.
sharon@goodlifecoaching.com
www.goodlifecoaching.com

dreams
like castles to
the sky.
You deserve
to have the life
you want

INTUITION IN ACTION
Living Your Passion, Coming Home
By Terri Cornish
As much as living in one's passion is full of uplifting
energy, not living in your passion can threaten your
happiness, your physical and emotional health, and even
your very existence. There is a quote from Pagel's Gnostic
Gospels that often spurs me on in my creativity and passions; and it may do the
same for you. "If you bring forth what is within you, what you bring forth will
save you. If you do not bring forth what is within you, what you do not bring
forth will destroy you."
So what is this illusive thing called passion? It is coming home to oneself and
truly owning what really matters at a soul level. This need not be profound; it
can even be the simplest things. For me, it can be my cats chasing each other or
a string; it can be a beautiful flower that calls to me, or walking in the crisp
autumn air and seeing beautiful leaves. But there is no mistaking it, for it feels
ohhhh so right. Recognizing and honoring ones values are definitely part of it,
for it can't even come close without them; but it goes a step further. There is
something totally nurturing, full of joy, that makes your heart sing. And it can
be profound too, as when you simply KNOW you have found your soulmate;
when you connect with a group of friends; or when you simply know you have
made a difference, no matter how small, in someone else's life. The feeling of
passion is so very real, so utterly satisfying, it simply fills your very being.
Another thing is that passion is totally personal. I once saw a cartoon
showing an accountant at his desk, piles of files everywhere, the calendar said
April 12 ( 3 days before tax deadline), he was rubbing his hands and had a
gleeful smile, and the caption said, "It just doesn't get any better than this!"
One person's heaven on Earth, their energy source, their true passion, can be
another person's true hate and hell and energy drain. I'm good at accounting and
finance and have done it for decades and I truly hate it. There is no right or
wrong to this; we simply are what we are. So many of us fight our nature and
try to be something we are not. There are nine energy types, each with their
own special gifts to the world and their own way of gaining energy and seeing
passion. To find and realize your own passion is a true gift to yourself and a gift
to the world.
What is your passion and do you own it? Are you gifting the "joyous and
passionate you" to yourself and to the world? If not now, when?
terri@IntuitionInAction.com
www.IntuitionInAction.com

STEPPING THROUGH
THE OPENED DOOR
TO YOUR
HIGHEST SELF
The stairway leading
to the opened door
of your highest
Soul-Self
is waiting on you…
Now, simply take
the first step
and walk through
that damn door!
–– Sibyl English

LIMITED TIME OFFER
YOUR LIFETIME BIMONTHLY
SUBSCRIPTION
TO BEGIN RECEIVING
SIBYL MAGAZINE
IS ONLY $25
(Regularly $45 for Lifetime Subscription)
www.SibellaPublications.com

THE RIGHT RELATIONSHIP STARTS WITH YOU
Trust the Universe and Yourself!
By Cathie Barash
When we are hoping and praying for specific outcomes in our lives, we can rest assured that
the universe will either bless us with what we desire, or block our plans for something better. A
great deal of stress and anxiety can be avoided when we believe that only good lies before us,
and trust that we will be divinely guided toward what is in our best interests.
For example, we may have our heart set on a particular romantic partner who doesn’t
reciprocate our feelings, and feel terribly disappointed as a result. Then, we go on to meet
someone more aligned with our heart and soul, which helps us to realize how incompatible our
former love interest had been. Gratefully, we are able to see how blessed we are for being led to the harmonious and
loving partnership we were meant to have.
Similarly, we may have our heart set on a certain job, which someone else receives. Later, we discover that the desired
company ultimately went out of business or had other unforeseen problems. Had we received the chosen position, we
would have been out of work again or been extremely unhappy. Additionally, we would have missed out on a better
career opportunity that we were intended to have.
When we embrace the idea that sometimes a delay or refusal is actually a blessing, we can spare ourselves the needless
suffering that accompanies many disappointments. We thankfully begin to understand that the universe has grander
plans for us than we ever imagined.
Therefore, in times of turmoil or distress, we need to remember that everything is happening the way it’s supposed to.
Certainly, we can strive to meet our desired goals by taking the appropriate actions toward their fulfillment, while
simultaneously loosening our grip on how our plans should unfold.
The big picture of our lives is only revealed to us one day at a time through our instincts, thoughts, and feelings. By
deliberately quieting our minds, we can listen to the voice within, and receive the directions needed to co-create our
world with divine help.
Typically, we know when we’re on the right path by the positive feelings within us, and the wonderful synchronistic
events occurring around us. When conditions begin to feel forced or negative, then
it’s time to change course.
Through optimistic thinking, conscientious choices, and the releasing of perceived
limitations, we can sculpt the life we desire in concert with universal laws. Just as
Michelangelo, “chipped away everything that wasn’t David,” when he sculpted the
famous statue out of marble; we too, can remove what doesn’t serve us, and bring
forth our authentic selves in the process.
When we walk through life believing, and trusting in the protection of the
universe; we allow ourselves to be led to those beautiful experiences that are
meant for our best life possible!
cathie@helpwithyourlife.com
www.helpwithyourlife.wordpress.com
You may purchase a copy of Cathie’s book, The Right Relationship Starts
With You, by going to the Sibella Library on our website.
www.SibellaPublications.com

My Spirituality
By Sibyl English © 2006

Personality mixed with sensuality
reflects the essence of my soul
and when I talk to the Father
and He talks back to me
I meditate, then resonate
within the bounty of His love
Then suddenly, I am filled
with the glory of His holiness;
the fullness of His joy
For He is the Light
and I am one of His children
We are called the
‘Children of the Light’
Shining brightly for all the world
to see and believe ... in the Father––
My Father, Mother,
Sister, Brother, and everything
else I need Him to be
I am, that I am, because He is.
Freedom, love, peace and joy
Are forever mine––
an inheritance I am sure of
This is ‘My Spirituality’
And so it is ...

3rd Annual

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN

Women Of Truth and Light
GATHERING AND RETREAT - 2014
FACILITATOR & HOST, SIBYL ENGLISH

SINGING • EATING • SHARING • REFLECTING • SWIMMING • SHOPPING • LAUGHING

HOT SPRINGS • MEDITATION • CREATIVE WRITING • YOGA • BEGINNERS SALSA CLASS

Inquire about registration ONLY if you are ready for a personal shift in your OWN life! This retreat is an inside job!

Sibyl English is a professional Singer, Authentic Spirit & Joy Life
Coach, Mentor, Magazine Publisher, Retreat Coordinator and
Facilitator. She has been mentoring and encouraging others to
create a more awakened and authentic life for over 13 years.
Combining her passions for the central mountains of Mexico and
helping women to live from the highest level of their truest Soulselves, she also leads The Women Of Truth & Light Gathering and
Retreat for Women each year during the most celebrated festival
in all of Mexico–– The Day Of the Dead.
Sibyl utilizes the sacred joy and profound purging of this season,
to guide women to and through a process of letting go––
discovering the overflow of intrinsic magic and divine healing
available for the full manifestation of one’s happiest life ever!
If you’ve never experienced The Day Of the Dead in Mexico ...
then you’ve never experienced The Day Of the Dead.
Come. Dance. Breathe. Live!!!
Only those women who are focused on their own personal growth,
freedom, joy and happiness need apply to participate in this retreat.
Limited space –– maximum 12 women participants. If you really
feel within your soul that you should be a part of this retreat, we’d
love to have you come join us. We suggest you move forward and
at least pay your deposit. This will reserve your space. Easy
payment plans to match your budget are available upon request.
Includes beautiful accommodations, all classes, workshops, and
materials, breakfast or lunch daily, city trolley ride, hot healing
springs, walking canyon tour, Arthur Murray’s® beginner salsa
class, champaign & sunset soiree and so much more. Does not
include: air travel and shuttle transportation to and from your
residence, taxi cabs, alcoholic beverages, gratuities & tips.
www.SibylEnglish.com
www.SibellaPublications.com
www.Stepinsidethemagic.com

The Artist, The Woman
Her Worldwide Outreach
Her Retreats for Women

DON’T WAIT UNTIL IT’S TOO LATE • REGISTER NOW

There are 2 other retreats being offered in 2014
Go online to visit:
www.Stepinsidethemagic.com
3rd Annual

Women Of Truth and Light
GATHERING AND RETREAT - 2014
FACILITATOR & HOST, SIBYL ENGLISH

